
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF FLORIDA 

SC17-362

INQUIRY CONCERNING A JUDGE,
THE HONORABLE DANA MARIE SANTINO
JQC NO. 16-534

_______________________________________/

JUDGE SANTINO’S REPLY TO 
JUDICIAL QUALIFICATIONS COMMISSION REPLY

COMES NOW the Respondent, the Honorable Dana Marie Santino, by and

through undersigned counsel, and respectfully files this, her Reply to the Judicial

Qualifications Commission’s (JQC) Reply as follows:

INTRODUCTION

Judge Santino asserts that this Honorable Court should reject the Findings of

Law and Recommendation of Discipline by the JQC Hearing Panel.  Undersigned

counsel asserts those Findings of Law and the subsequent recommendation is

misplaced in light of this Court’s prior precedent in In re Kinsey, In re Decker, and

based upon the plain language of Article V.  Further, this particular Judge’s consistent

and complete acceptance of responsibility for the charged conduct reflects positively

on her present fitness and mitigates the violations to some extent.  Finally, this

Judge’s exemplary performance while on the bench, as recognized in In re Decker,
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militates against a removal sanction and was not appropriately or proportionally

considered in the Findings and Recommendations made to this Court.

STANDARD OF REVIEW AND THIS COURT’S
PRIOR CAMPAIGN PRECEDENT

This Court reviews the JQC Hearing Panel’s legal conclusions de novo. 

Fla.Bar v. Cosnow, 797 So.2d 1255, 1258 (Fla.2001) (questions of law are reviewed

de novo).  Further, though this Court gives great weight to JQC Recommendations, 

these proceedings are not those of a traditional appellate proceeding, as Article V,

s.12(c)(1), of the Florida Constitution authorizes this Court to “accept, reject, or

modify in whole or in part the findings, conclusions, and recommendations of the

[JQC].”  In re Flood, 150 So.3d 1097, 1098 (Fla.2014).  Undersigned counsel

respectfully suggests that in light of this Court’s precedent in In re Kinsey, 842 So.2d

77 (Fla.2003) and other cases, as well as the plain language of Article V, this Court

should reject the Panel’s recommended discipline.  The Panel’s recommendation is

inconsistent with both this Court’s precedent and the face of Article V.  It is

disproportionate in light of the lack of any non-campaign misconduct, this Judge’s

full and complete acceptance of responsibility, and other mitigation.

The Commission acknowledges in its Reply that “Respondent’s factual

recitation of the existing precedent is accurate as to the extent of the allegations faced
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by each of those judges.” (JQC Reply, page 4)   In fact, in its Findings of Fact,

Conclusions of Law and Recommendations, the Commission admitted:

Judge Santino correctly observes that prior election cases
ordering removal based on violations of Canon 7 involved
some additional type of misconduct.  See In re McMillan,
797 So.2d 560 (Fla.2001)(judge presided over first
appearance and set excessive bond in case to which he was
not assigned, personally observed and reported to the
police, had the defendant arrested, and was a witness); In
re Renke, supra (judge accepted illegal campaign
contribution).  

Though recognizing removal has never been ordered absent additional, non-

campaign misconduct, the JQC does not otherwise directly address the applicability

of that precedent to this case.  Undersigned counsel respectfully submits the JQC’s

recommendations to this Court should be rejected as a result.  

Article V of the Florida Constitution codifies judicial discipline.  Discipline

under Article V is not imposed for the purpose of inflicting punishment, but to gauge

a judge’s present fitness to serve.  In re Kelly, 238 So.2d 565, 569 (Fla.1970). 

Therefore, whatever decision this Court renders, that decision is not designed to

punish Judge Santino.  This Court’s sole function is to determine whether Judge

Santino is “presently unfit,” and, if the evidence does not demonstrate present

unfitness, removal is not a lawful or appropriate sanction pursuant to Article V.
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The Commission has acknowledged that prior precedent in removal cases

involved conduct in addition to campaign-involved violations and that no precedent

for removal exists solely for campaign violations.  Nonetheless, even in recognizing

Judge Santino’s “strong work ethic” and that no precedential authority supports such

a recommendation, the JQC persists with its removal recommendation.  Such a

recommendation is contrary to thirty (30) plus years of this Court’s precedent and

inconsistent with the constitutional authority conveyed on this Court by Article V.

A. Factual Background of In re Kinsey

Article V has not been amended as to the standard of “present unfitness” since

this Court’s decision in In re Kinsey, 842 So.2d 77 (Fla.2003).  Undersigned counsel 

submits Kinsey is directly on point with this case, and this precedent should be

applied to reject the JQC’s recommended discipline.  The Findings and

Recommendations fail to address that Kinsey is effectively on “all fours” to this case.

In Kinsey, Judge Kinsey’s campaign ran on a pro-law enforcement, anti-

criminal theme, while inaccurately portraying her opponent as soft on crime.  The

conduct included distributing campaign literature titled “Pat Kinsey: The Unanimous

Choice of Law Enforcement for County Judge,” in which she stated, “police officers

expect judges to take their testimony seriously and to help law enforcement by putting

criminals where they belong ... behind bars.”  In re Kinsey, 842 So.2d at 88.
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Further, the judge was found to have “reiterated her commitment to the

prosecution side of criminal cases” by distributing campaign literature titled: “If You

Are A Criminal, You Probably Won’t Want to Read This,” in which she stated:

“police officers expect judges to take their testimony seriously and to help law

enforcement by putting criminals where they belong ... behind bars!”  In re Kinsey,

842 So.2d 87-88. (Emphasis in original)

That judge additionally distributed another piece of literature “Let’s Elect ‘Pat’

Kinsey for County Judge,” in which she reiterated that “a judge should protect

victims’ rights” and that judges must support “hard-working law enforcement officers

by putting criminals behind bars, not back on our streets.”  Id. at 88.

That judge also explicitly expressed hostility towards defendants in criminal

cases during an interview with a local radio station.  In re Kinsey, 842 So.2d at 89.

That judge was found to further have deliberately attempted “to cloak [her]

candidacy in an umbrella of law enforcement and to portray herself as a pro-

prosecution/pro-law enforcement judge by various campaign literature

disseminations.”   Id. at 88.

This Court additionally found that judge knowingly misrepresented the record

of her opponent in one of her campaign’s brochures titled “A Shocking Story of

Judicial Abuse,” suggesting her incumbent opponent had not revoked bond in a case

when, in fact, he had, implying that he failed to protect “an elderly law-abiding
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couple” and the incumbent’s conduct represented a “shocking lack of compassion for

the victims of violent crime.”  In re Kinsey, 841 So.2d at 89-90.

Finally, that judge was found to have knowingly misrepresented the

seriousness of the charges in a criminal case in her incumbent-opponent’s division,

creating the impression that incumbent judge levied an unreasonably lenient bond. 

In re Kinsey, 842 So.2d at 82-83.  

B. This Court’s Analysis of that Conduct

This Honorable Court agreed that Judge Kinsey engaged in conduct

unbecoming a candidate, misrepresented her opponent’s record, and created the

“misleading impression that a judge’s role in criminal proceedings is to combat crime

and support police officers as opposed to being an impartial tribunal where justice is

dispensed without favor or bias.” Id. at 91. Undersigned counsel suggests the

underlying Canon 7 violations in this case are very similar in nature to those in

Kinsey.

This Court noted, however, “there was no evidence that Judge Kinsey is

presently unfit to hold office other than her misconduct involved in winning the

election.”   In re Kinsey, 842 So.2d at 92.  Though concerned about her conduct and

while warranting a severe penalty, this Court thus rejected removal as a sanction
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against Judge Kinsey and ultimately imposed a public reprimand, a $50,000 fine, and

payment of the costs of the proceeding.

The crucial component of Kinsey is that it accurately reflects the plain language

of Article V: though discipline is appropriate and necessary for campaign violations,

removal can only be imposed by a showing of present unfitness.  Judge Kinsey was

not the incumbent in the race that was the subject of her case, but otherwise

performed admirably on the bench and possessed no other troubling disciplinary

history.  This Court concluded removal was inappropriate because “there was no

evidence Judge Kinsey is presently unfit to hold office other than her misconduct in

winning the election,” suggesting that the “present unfitness” component of Article

V is not met under circumstances like the instant case, absent some other, additional

misconduct.  This analysis appears consistent with this Court’s jurisprudence in In re

McMillan and In re Renke, where removal was ordered because of serious, additional

misconduct above campaign violations.  Undersigned counsel implores this Court to

apply the principles of stare decisis to Judge Santino’s case and incorporate the

Kinsey precedent in rejecting the JQC’s Findings of Law and Recommendation as to

discipline in this case.

C. Other Similar Precedents

In addition to In re Kinsey, other precedent from this Court regarding Canon

7 campaign violations has not involved the extreme sanction of removal.  The matter
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of In re Baker, SC09-1922 (Fla.2009), is illustrative.  In Baker, then-candidate Baker

sent out a mailer that noted 82% of the political contributions that had been made to

her opponent challenger were from criminal defense attorneys.  The mail was

captioned: “What are they trying to buy?”  The very clear inference of the mailer

challenged the integrity of her opponent and suggested corruption and that justice was

for sale.  

Judge Baker was sanctioned with a $25,000 fine and a public reprimand.  This

Court noted her acceptance of responsibility in mitigation.

PRESENT UNFITNESS

In its Reply, the JQC attempts to distinguish Kinsey by arguing Kinsey is

distinguishable because the instant campaign misconduct does “not support the

reference that this was a single act of misconduct.”  Respectfully, this argument is

misguided in several respects.  First, in Judge Kinsey’s case, the Court found at least

seven (7) separate acts of campaign misconduct, but nevertheless held those seven

discrete acts did not support a finding of “present unfitness” under Article V. 

Counsel for the Commission further suggests the instant misconduct “was the

theme of her entire run-off campaign.”  Respectfully, this  representation is

inaccurate.  The instant misconduct involved dissemination of a letter in late October

of 2016, closely thereafter posting  a Facebook page that was taken down after a few
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days, and making a single comment to a reporter that was not published.  These

discrete acts constitute the misconduct in Judge Santino’s case and effectively

occurred at the very end of the runoff in a short window of time.  Though in no way

justifying these acts or minimizing them, the violations occurred at the very end of

the campaign  – after almost five (5) full months of campaigning – and did not

constitute a “theme.”

Respondent’s opponent  – perhaps wisely  – made  it the closing argument of

his campaign to respond publicly to the letter and Facebook page.  All the subsequent

press coverage and re-dissemination of the earlier information was a byproduct of that

strategical decision, not of a “theme” of Judge Santino’s campaign. (T.88-89)

BURDEN ON CIRCUIT

The JQC also argues in its Reply that because Judge Santino may remain

assigned to the civil division in light of these violations, that such assignment “places

an unreasonable burden on the rest of the judges in the circuit.”  JQC Reply at page

6.  This argument is explicitly contrary to the evidence in the case.

The Chief Judge of the Fifteenth Judicial Circuit, Judge Jeffrey Colbath,

testified at the trial for Judge Santino.  He testified that the Fifteenth Circuit is a large

circuit, with nineteen (19) county court judges alone.  (T.220-221)  He testified there

would be absolutely no hardship to the Circuit for Judge Santino to remain in civil.
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(T.220)  He further explained that, for various reasons, there have been several judges

who stay solely in the criminal or in the civil division and that no burden or issue

exists in this case. (T.221: “if she stays in civil forever, it’s not a problem.”)

The “burden” argument falls further short in light of Judge Santino’s

“exemplary” work since taking the bench. (T.220) Several witnesses, including two

(2) judges, testified that Judge Santino significantly reduced the case count in her

division in her first six (6) months on the bench.  (T.216) The testimony

overwhelmingly established that she has been an “excellent” judge.  (T.245) In

addition to her work in her own division, the testimony at the hearing included that

Judge Santino volunteers to sit as the weekend civil drug court judge. (T.212-213) 

She has taken trials for other judges and covered their dockets to assist them.  She

frequently works until 8:00 p.m. (T.243)  This record does not support an argument

that Judge Santino’s assignment has created or would create  an “undue burden” on

her Circuit.

ACCEPTANCE OF RESPONSIBILITY

This Court has historically held that acceptance of responsibility for

wrongdoing impacts its analysis in the context of discipline and in determining fitness

to serve.  In re Holloway, 832 So.2d 716, 724 (Fla.2002)(admission of guilt and

apology for conduct “should be taken into consideration” in determining fitness to

hold office); In re Davey, 645 So.2d 398, 405 (Fla.1994) (“where a judge admits
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wrongdoing and expresses remorse before the Commission, this candor reflects

positively on his or her present fitness to hold office and can mitigate to some extent

a finding of misconduct.”) (Emphasis added) 

In its Reply, the Commission argues that Judge Santino does not merit

mitigation because “time and again,” she did not take responsibility for the campaign

misconduct.  Respectfully, this position is not supported by the evidence and is

misleading.

The instant campaign violations occurred between October 21 and November

8, 2016, at the very end of a runoff campaign.  The violations did create subsequent

press coverage. Respondent acknowledges that Judge Santino did not acknowledge

these mistakes in real time.

Subsequent to receiving the Notice of Investigation, and at all times thereafter

in her responses, testimony and actions, Judge Santino has expressed complete

contrition.  She apologized to her opponent and to each member of the local Palm

Beach County Judicial Campaign Practices Commission (JCPC) (Resp. Ex. 1 and 2). 

In her response to the Notice of Investigation, Judge Santino fully admitted fault.1 

In her voluntary testimony at the 6(b) Hearing, she fully and completely

1   In her initial written Response to the Notice of Investigation, Judge
Santino took “full responsibility” for campaign misconduct and apologized.
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acknowledged her campaign misconduct.2  In her trial testimony, she fully and

unequivocally admitted fault.3

At no time during the proceedings before the Commission has Judge Santino

been anything short of completely contrite.  The Commission’s Reply seems to

suggest that anything less than instantaneous recognition of mistakes and

simultaneous acceptance of responsibility militates against mitigation for acceptance

of responsibility.  Undersigned counsel respectfully suggests that position is

unreasonable.  It also suggests that a judge like Judge Santino  – who has taken

responsibility for her actions at every step in this process  – should be treated the

same as actors who fail to or cannot recognize their mistakes or misdeeds.  See In re

Shepard, 217 So.3d 71 (Fla.2017); In re Yacucci, 228 So.3d 523,  (Fla.2017);  In re

McMillan, 797 So.2d at 572.

The JQC’s argument also fails to recognize that there is a component of the 

present fitness analysis of whether, after a period of reflection and contemplation, a

2  Judge Santino testified at the 6(b) Hearing.  She testified that the
campaign conduct that was the subject of the Notice of Investigation was “wrong,
they were inappropriate, and [that she was] disappointed in [herself].”  (6(b)
Transcript, page 7)   She repeatedly took full responsibility and acknowledged
these mistakes throughout that hearing.  (6(b) Transcript, page 7, 9-10, 14-15, 20,
21-22, 24, 30).  She candidly testified that her campaign violated Canon 7.  (6(b)
Transcript, page 37)

3  Called as a witness by counsel for the JQC, Judge Santino time and again
testified that the conduct at issue was wrong, took full responsibility for her
actions, and apologized profusely.  (T.134, 135, 140, 149, 160, 163, 164, 165)
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judge recognizes a mistake was made and admits the mistake.   For example, in In re

McMillan, Judge McMillan claimed “conspiracies” to keep him off the bench through

this Court’s final determination, and understandably, this Court took that posture into

account in determining fitness.  In re McMillan, 797 So.2d at 572.  Other judges

similarly have failed to apologize or cooperate, leading this Court to question their

present fitness.  In re Yacucci, 228 So.3d 523 (Fla.2017)(“Judge Yacucci did not

apologize or cooperate with the JQC, but instead attempted to justify his actions

during the JQC hearing as well as the briefs to this Court”).  In short, it is instructive

to the analysis of present fitness whether someone “gets it.”  Judge Santino “gets it.”

In In re Contini, 205 So.3d 1281, 1284-5 (Fla.2016), this Court underscored

the impact of acceptance of responsibility in a timeline similar to the one in this case. 

Though the allegations against Judge Contini were serious, this Court mitigated

discipline in that case because, during the proceedings, Judge Contini was remorseful

and apologetic and admitted his wrongdoing. 

But the facts of In re Contini underscore that acceptance of responsibility is not

dependent that remorse and acknowledgment occur contemporaneously with the

charged conduct.  In Contini, the judge was charged with, among other things, ex

parte communications with defense counsel in his division.  When the State

responded by moving to recuse Judge Contini from the criminal division,4 the judge

4   Though Judge Contini likely won’t serve in the criminal division in the
future, that dynamic did not lead to a “present unfitness” finding in his case.
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refused.  When the State appealed, he denigrated appellate counsel for the State in

open  court.  For many months, cases were held in abeyance  – including in-custody

defendants  –   so that in “Judge Contini’s division, the criminal division was

essentially frozen”  while the appellate court decided the recusal issue.  In re Contini,

205 So.3d at 1282.  Despite the several months that passed, and that judicial

discipline was then initiated, Judge Contini’s subsequent remorse and

acknowledgment of wrongdoing satisfied this Court.  In re Contini, 205 So.3d 1282,

1284-85.

Clearly, this Court does not interpret acceptance of responsibility to necessitate

instant acknowledgment.  Judge Santino apologized to her opponent, the members of

the JCPC, and she has consistently taken complete responsibility throughout these

proceedings.  Where such expression is consistent and genuine, as it has been with

Judge Santino, such full acceptance of responsibility is mitigating and demonstrates

fitness to serve. 

IN RE DECKER

In its Reply, the JQC distinguishes Respondent’s reliance on In re Decker, 212

So.3d 291 (Fla.2017).  The JQC contends Decker’s misconduct “did not represent a

repeated pattern,” and thus is distinguishable from this case.  See JQC Reply at 6.
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A. Decker Did Involve a Pattern of Conduct

Respectfully, Respondent challenges this assertion as contrary to both this

Court’s holding and the JQC’s then-argued position during the pendency of Decker. 

In its Findings, Conclusions and Recommendations, the JQC’s  Decker hearing panel

“express[ed] its belief that Judge Decker has exhibited a pattern of behavior that

evidences a lack of ethical judgment” and “he repeatedly engaged in conduct which

violated the Judicial Canons.”  (In re Decker, Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law

and Recommendations, pages 23-24)    In the JQC’s Reply to this Court, and during

the pendency of the Decker case, the JQC emphasized Judge Decker’s “pattern of

behavior” and repeated misconduct.  (JQC Reply, page 34)

Undersigned counsel emphasizes this point for a crucial reason: Judge Decker’s

conduct did involve a pattern of conduct.  Further, he possessed a prior Florida Bar

disciplinary history.  Additionally, Judge Decker did not accept responsibility for his

actions: “the Panel was deeply troubled over Judge Decker’s steadfast opinion that

he had done nothing wrong.”  (Decker, Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and

Recommendations, pages 23-24; Decker JQC Reply, page 34.)

B. Evidence of Present Fitness Implicates Decker

Judge Santino respectfully contends that in a de novo review of legal

conclusions and recommendation of discipline, In re Decker supports that removal
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is not the appropriate sanction in this case.  Despite his lack of acceptance of

responsibility, prior Florida Bar disciplinary history, and “pattern of behavior,” this

Court found Judge Decker’s conduct did “not merit removal from office” as he “ably

served the citizens of the Third Circuit since assuming the bench.”  In re Decker, 212

So.3d at 308. 

The unrebutted testimony at Judge Santino’s hearing established that Judge

Santino has performed extraordinarily as a judge since her election.  The Chief Judge

of the Fifteenth Judicial Circuit at the time, the Honorable Jeffrey Colbath, testified

at the hearing and concluded that Judge Santino’s work has been “exemplary” as a

County Court Judge. (T.220)  He noted that she inherited a division with a high case

count, and that she has worked so hard in her time in the division that “she’s driven

her number down” so she now possesses the lowest case count in the County’s civil

division. (T.216)  

Judge Colbath also testified  – in addition to Judge Santino’s exemplary work

in her own division  – that she has volunteered during her tenure to sit as the civil

drug court judge for weekend proceedings. (T.212-213) The civil drug court is a

voluntary program to assist individuals who have pending Marchmann Act

proceedings.  This position is strictly voluntary, court is conducted on the weekend,

carries “no extra compensation,” and “no extra real pat on the back.”  (T.213)
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Judge Colbath further testified that Judge Santino frequently volunteers to

assist her other colleagues on the bench and was “stepping up and trying to be the

best judge she could be....”  (T.211)

The Mediation Services Coordinator for the Fifteenth Judicial Circuit testified

by affidavit.  His testimony underscored that Judge Santino  – at least in part  –

lowered her division’s case count by implementing an open door policy with

mediators, a novel approach in the Fifteenth Judicial Circuit that facilitated settlement

in many cases. (T.218; Resp. Ex.22)  In pertinent part, his testimony included:

Since January of this year, I estimate 500 to 600 cases have
come before the Honorable Dana Santino in a courtroom
mediation posture. In those cases, the judge meets with the
parties, their attorneys if they are represented and the
mediator on a pretrial conference date and aid the parties
and mediators during a four (4) hour pretrial mediation. I
have received considerable feedback from a diverse group
of mediators who have appeared before Judge Santino.

To a person, these individuals have praised Judge Santino’s
demeanor on the bench, her treatment of the litigants and
her work ethic on these cases. They have especially
underscored that her evident compassion for and the
dignity in which she has treated all the litigants before her
has “set the tone” that has translated to productive
mediations. 

Her approach has been extremely refreshing. She has
implemented and carried out an open door policy,
encouraging mediators to give her input as to how to
better facilitate the mediations. In short, she is doing an
outstanding job.  (Emphasis added)
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Judge Theodore Booras also testified at the hearing.  Judge Booras has served

as a county court judge for eleven years after a lengthy career as an assistant state

attorney in the Fifteenth Judicial Circuit.  (T.225)  Judge Booras testified that he has

acted as Judge Santino’s unofficial mentor since she has taken the bench. (T.236-237) 

 He testified to extensive contact with Judge Santino during that time.  He has

watched her conduct court. (T.237)  He has sought out and spoken with attorneys who

have appeared before her for input, and spoken with other judges about her

performance. (T.238-245) 

Judge Booras concluded that  –  to a person  – those he spoke with gave Judge

Santino high marks. (T.239)  Other testimony supported this conclusion.  Attorney

Elias Hilal testified by affidavit as to his experience appearing in front of Judge

Santino, concluding that she is extremely courteous and respectful, reads all the

materials prior to hearing, “exercise[s] great judicial temperament,” and distinguished

herself as a fair and neutral party. (T.239-240; Resp. Ex. 3)

Judge Booras indicated the testimony from Mr. Hilal and the Mediation

Services Coordinator was “consistent with the feedback” he received about Judge

Santino: she is doing a very good job on the bench. (T.241-245)

Judge Booras also described Judge Santino’s voluntary efforts to assist her

colleagues, accepting trials from other divisions and covering the civil drug court
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division. (T.242-243) Judge Booras also underscored Judge Santino’s work ethic: “I

know she’s here late because you can’t do that work without being here  – I know

there’s some nights she is here until 8:00 getting her work done.” (T.243)

Judge Booras testified, unrebutted, that based upon his extensive observations 

of Judge Santino, “she’s an excellent judge.” (T.245)

C. Applying Discipline of Decker to This Case

Undersigned counsel respectfully contends this Court should eschew the

Panel’s Findings of Law and Recommendation as to discipline in light of this

evidence.  The Decker opinion appears to give heavy weight to that jurist having

“ably served the citizens of the Third Circuit since assuming the bench.”  In re

Decker, 212 So.3d at 308. This Court even underscored that the sanction imposed

“ensure[d] that the Third Judicial Circuit will not be deprived of Judge Decker’s

services on a permanent basis.”  Decker, 212 So.3d at 312.  In light of the high level

of service from Judge Santino, undersigned counsel respectfully suggests the Panel

did not give her performance on the bench and other strong mitigation due weight: 

if Judge Decker’s good service on the bench – in light of a lack of acceptance of

responsibility, a Florida Bar disciplinary history and a “pattern of behavior,”

ultimately “did not merit removal from office,” undersigned counsel respectfully

asserts the JQC’s recommendation of removal should not be adopted in this case.
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CONCLUSION

The purpose of judicial discipline, based upon the plain language of Article V

of this State’s Constitution, is not designed to punish but to determine whether the

jurist in question is presently unfit.  Absent present unfitness, removal is not the

appropriate sanction.  This Court’s precedent in In re Kinsey is highly analogous to

this case.  This Court did not impose removal in Kinsey and, in incorporating this

Court’s recent decision in In re Decker, Judge Santino’s “exemplary” work on the

bench militates against that type of discipline, as does the Judge’s complete and

consistent acceptance of responsibility throughout these proceedings.

Judge Santino acknowledges her significant mistakes during her campaign. 

This process has been rightly humbling, and a severe sanction is merited.  Though

undersigned counsel posits appropriate legal arguments for this Motion, Judge

Santino “gets it” and is genuinely remorseful.  But Judge Santino has demonstrated

that she is a very good judge who has served the people of the Fifteenth Judicial

Circuit well and, as even the JQC acknowledges, has shown a strong work ethic on

the bench. (JQC Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and Recommendations, page

32, “a Judge with a strong work ethic”.)  This proceeding will serve to have made her

a better judge if this Court would see fit to permit her to do so. 
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Respectfully submitted,

BOGENSCHUTZ, DUTKO & KROLL, P.A.
Attorneys for Judge Santino
600 South Andrews Avenue, Suite 500
Fort Lauderdale, Florida  33301-2845
954-764-2500 // Fax: 954-764-5040
jeremykroll@bdkpa.com

BY:  /s/ Jeremy J. Kroll
     JEREMY J. KROLL
      Florida Bar No.  96466

Certificate of Service

I certify this document has been efiled on the 16th day of January, 2018, with

the Clerk of the Supreme Court of Florida using the E-Filing Portal and that a copy

has been sent via electronic service to:

Michael Schneider, General Counsel 
Alexander J. Williams, Asst. General Counsel 
FLORIDA JUDICIAL QUALIFICATIONS COMMISSION 

P.O. Box 14106 
Tallahassee, FL 32317 
mschneider@floridajqc.com 
awilliams@floridajqc.com 

BY:  /s/ Jeremy J. Kroll

     JEREMY J. KROLL
      Florida Bar No.  96466
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